Abstract-In a two-way relay channel, two sources use one or more relay nodes to exchange data with each other. This paper considers a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) two-way relay channel, where each relay node has one or more antennas. Optimal relay transmission strategies for the two-way relay channel are derived to maximize the achievable rate with amplify and forward (AF) at each relay and to achieve the optimal diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DM-tradeoff). To maximize the achievable rate with AF, an iterative algorithm is proposed which solves a power minimization problem subject to minimum signal-to-interferenceand-noise ratio constraints at every step. The power minimization problem is nonconvex. The Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions, however, are shown to be sufficient for optimality. Capacity scaling law of the two-way relay channel with increasing number of relays is also established by deriving a lower and upper bound on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel. To achieve the optimal DM-tradeoff, a compress and forward strategy is proposed and its DM-tradeoff is derived. For the full-duplex two-way relay channel, the proposed strategy achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff, while for the half-duplex case the proposed strategy is shown to achieve the optimal DM-tradeoff under some conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
T WO-WAY relay channels, where two nodes exchange data simultaneously with the help of one or more relay nodes, provide one solution to overcome the half-duplex loss in one-way relay channels. The two-way relay channel is built upon the realistic assumption that communication is bidirectional: the destination terminal also has some data to send to the source terminal. Bidirectional communication is found in many forms, including the downlink and uplink in cellular communication or packet acknowledgments in a wireless network. The general discrete memoryless two-way relay channel was introduced in [1] . In more recent work, the two-way relay channel goes by other names including the bidirectional relay channel [3] - [5] and analog network coding [6] .
In this paper we consider a multiple antenna two-way relay channel with one or more relay nodes in the presence of a direct path, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The multiple antenna two-way relay channel was first proposed in [2] , assuming half-duplex relays and no direct path between the two terminals and . With no direct path [2] , the communication happens in two phases. In phase 1 or the first time slot, both terminals and transmit simultaneously while the relay receives. In phase 2 or the second time slot, the relay transmits while terminals and receive. The key idea with the two-way relay channel is that each terminal can cancel the interference (generated by its own transmission) from the signal it receives from the relay to recover the transmission from the other terminal. The concept is reminiscent of work in network coding [7] , though note the coding here is done in the analog domain [6] , rather than in digital domain [7] . As we focus on the multiple antenna two-way relay channel in this paper, we drop the prefix "multiple antenna" henceforth.
Significant work has been reported towards characterizing the capacity region of the two-way relay channel with a single relay node [3] - [5] , [8] - [13] . Achievable sum rate expressions (the bidirectional sum of the rates achievable from and links) have been derived for the half-duplex two-way relay with AF in [2] , with decode and forward (DF) and compress and forward (CF) at the relay in [3] - [5] . CF is shown to achieve larger achievable rate regions compared to AF and DF [2] - [5] . CF strategy, however, fails to achieve the upper bound [14] . For a full-duplex two-way relay channel with a single relay node ( , and relay can transmit and receive at the same time) achievable rate regions are derived in [8] for AF, DF and CF. For the AWGN two-way relay channel (no fading), using nested lattice coding and DF at the relay, the achievable rate region has been shown to be very close to the upper bound for all SNRs [10] , [11] . Using the deterministic channel approach, the achievable rate region has been shown to be at most three bits away from the upper bound for the full-duplex two-way relay channel [9] . The capacity region of the two-way relay channel has also been studied in [12] , [13] , where in [13] , it has been shown that in the low SNR regime the upper bound can be achieved by choosing a suitable relay mapping function, together with LDPC codes. Even though prior work [3] - [5] , [8] - [13] presents several novel relay transmission strategies for the two-way relay channel, the achievable rate regions of all these strategies do not 0018-9448/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE meet the upper bound on the capacity region [14] . Consequently characterizing the capacity region of the two-way relay channel remains open. The problem of finding the capacity region of the two-way relay channel becomes even more challenging when there are multiple relay nodes that can help and . Achievable rate region expression for the two-way relay channel with multiple relays has been derived in [16] .
In addition to finding the capacity region of the two-way relay channel, another important problem is to find its optimal diversity multiplexing (DM)-tradeoff [22] . DM-tradeoff captures the rate-reliability tradeoff by characterizing the maximum rate of fall of error probability with signal to noise ratio , when the rate of transmission is increased as . The DM-tradeoff for the two-way relay channel is a 2-D region spanned by the , where and are the negatives of the exponent of the probability of error from and , respectively, when is transmitting at rate and at . The DM-tradeoff for the one-way relay channel has been studied in [23] - [26] , where notably in [26] , it has been shown that the CF strategy [28] achieves the DM-tradeoff for both the full-duplex as well as the half-duplex case. A simple extension of the CF strategy [28] to suit the two-way nature of communication, however, does not achieve the DM-tradeoff of the two-way relay channel. The DM-tradeoff of the two-way relay channel has been recently studied in [27] , where upper and lower bounds are obtained on the DM-tradeoff that are shown to match for the case when each node has a single antenna.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
• With multiple relay nodes, we consider the AF relaying strategy, where each relay transmits the received signal after multiplying it with a scaling factor (beamformer) subject to a power constraint. The relay beamformers are functions of the channel coefficients. We focus on finding the optimal relay beamformers to maximize the achievable rate region of the two-way relay channel with AF. AF is considered because with multiple relay nodes DF results in less achievable rate than AF [15] , while partial DF and distributed CF [15] lead to complicated achievable rate regions that are very hard to compute and analyze. Under the assumption that each relay has channel state information (CSI) for all the relays (global CSI) and when both the sources and have a single antenna while each relay has multiple antennas, we derive the optimal beamformers using an iterative algorithm. The iterative algorithm, at each step, solves a power minimization problem with minimum signal-to-interference-noise (SINR) constraints, for which satisfying the Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions [18] , [19] are sufficient for optimality. We consider both the sum power constraint across relays as well as an individual relay power constraint.
• To remove the global CSI requirement at each relay, next, we propose a simple (possibly suboptimal) AF strategy, called dual channel matching strategy, which works for any number of antennas at and and requires each relay to only know its own CSI. For the case when each relay knows its own CSI, finding the optimal AF strategy is quite hard and intractable, even for the one-way relay channel case [17] . The dual channel matching is quite simple to implement and its achievable rate region can be shown to be quite close (by simulation) to the derived optimal AF strategy, when and each have single antenna. • To characterize the capacity scaling law of the two-way relay channel with multiple relay nodes, we upper bound the capacity region of the two-way relay channel using results on the capacity of multiple antenna channel [32] . We show that the gap between the upper and lower bound (dual channel matching) is constant with increasing number of relay nodes, thus establishing the capacity scaling law.
• We show that a modified version of the CF strategy [28] achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff for the full-duplex two-way relay channel. More importantly, we show that does not depend on and the two-way relay channel can be decoupled into two one-way relay channels using the CF strategy. For the half-duplex case we consider a three phase protocol, where in phase one transmits to both the relay and , in phase two transmits to both the relay and and in phase three the relay transmits to and . This three phase protocol makes use of all the direct links between different nodes in a two-way relay channel. For this three phase protocol, we propose a modification of the CF strategy [28] and show that it can achieve the optimal DM-tradeoff in some cases. We conjecture that our strategy can also achieve the optimal DM-tradeoff in general, but we are yet to prove it. Notation: The following notation is used in this paper. The superscripts represent the transpose and transpose conjugate. denotes a matrix, a vector and a scalar.
denotes the determinant of matrix . denotes the expectation.
denotes the usual Euclidean norm of a vector and denotes the absolute value of a scalar.
is a identity matrix. is the cardinality of set . We use the usual notation for if remains bounded, as . means is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance .
denotes the set of matrices with complex entries. denotes that the sequence of random variables converge to a random variable with probability 1. We use to denote equality with probability 1, i.e., and is defined similarly. We use the symbol to define a variable. Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the two-way relay channel system model, the protocol under consideration and the key assumptions. In Section III, we obtain the optimal AF strategy to maximize the achievable rate region of the two-way relay channel. In Section IV, we introduce a simple AF strategy, dual channel matching and lower bound the capacity rate region of the two-way relay channel. In Section V, we derive an upper bound on the capacity of the two-way relay channel capacity and compare it with the achievable rate region of the optimal AF strategy and dual channel matching. In Section VI, we show that the CF strategy can achieve the optimal DM-tradeoff for fullduplex two-way relay channel, in general and in some cases for the half-duplex case. Final conclusions are made in Section VII. 
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL
Consider a wireless network (called the two-way relay channel) where there are two terminals and who want to exchange information via relays, as shown in Fig. 2 . The relays do not have any data of their own and only help and communicate. The relays are assumed to be located randomly and independently so that the channel coefficients between each relay and and are independent. We assume that both and have and antennas, respectively, while all the relays have antennas each. We also allow for the presence of direct path between and . We assume that all the channels are frequency flat slow fading block fading channels, where in a block of time duration (called the coherence time), the channel coefficients remain constant and change independently from block to block. We assume that is more that the duration of time slot used by and to communicate with each other as described before. As shown in Fig. 3 , let the forward 1 channel between and the relay be and the backward channel between the relay and be . Similarly let the forward channel between the relay and be and the backward channel between and the relay be . The forward channel on the direct path between and is denoted by and in the backward direction by . We assume that with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
entries. For deriving the optimal beamformers that maximize the achievable rate region of the two-way relay channel when each relay uses AF, we assume that both the terminals and are full-duplex (can transmit and receive at the same time), while all the relays are half-duplex (cannot transmit and receive at the same time). Extension to half-duplex terminals and and full-duplex relays is straightforward and is omitted for brevity. The same model is considered for deriving lower and upper bounds on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel in Sections IV and V, respectively. Full-duplex assumption on and allows them to use the direct path with the two-phase protocol [2] , 2 while the half-duplex assumption on the relay nodes is sufficient to capture the network coding ideas involved in the two-way relay channel. The communication protocol is as follows [2] . In any given time slot, for the first fraction of time, called the transmit phase, both and are scheduled to transmit and all the relays receive a superposition of the signals transmitted from and . In the rest fraction of the time slot, called the receive phase, all the relays are scheduled to transmit simultaneously and both the terminals receive.
The received signal at the relay in the transmit phase is given by (1) while the received signal at and in the transmit phase is
if and are the and signals transmitted from and , respectively, to be decoded at and respectively, with , , is the power transmitted by and . The noise is the spatio-temporal white complex Gaussian noise independent across relays with . Relay processes its incoming signal to transmit a signal subject to power constraint in the receive phase. The received signals and at terminal and , respectively, in the receive phase, are given by
where and are spatio-temporal white complex Gaussian noise vectors with and . For deriving the optimal DM-tradeoff of the two-way relay channel in Section VI, we consider both the full-duplex and half-duplex assumption on all the nodes ( , and the single relay). Both the duplexing options are considered since the DM-tradeoff varies significantly with them and different transmission strategies are required for achieving the optimal DM-tradeoff in each case.
We assume that in the receive phase (i.e., when and receive signal from all the relays), and both know and . We also assume that no transmit CSI is available at and , i.e., in the transmit phase and have no information about what the realization of and is going to be when it transmits its signal to all the relays in the transmit phase, respectively. We also assume that each relay knows for all , except Section IV, where we assume that relay only knows . In practice, acquiring CSI is a very strict and challenging requirement, but by sending training sequence and using standard channel estimation techniques, all the nodes can learn the required receive channel coefficients with good enough accuracy. In particular, the relay can learn at the end of time slot , by sending pilots from and in time slot , respectively. Learning or for time slot at the end of time slot is more challenging, however, in a time-division duplex system, by employing calibration at transmitter and receiver, the forward and backward channel can be assumed to be reciprocal in which case realization of for time slot is approximately equal to the realization of for time slot . Instead if a frequency-division duplex (FDD) system is used, assuming correlation between channel coefficients in consecutive time slots, and can be learnt at each relay for time slot , by feeding back the information about and from and at time slot , learnt in time slot at and . At the end of time slot , each relay knows the realization of for time slot and realization of for time slot . Therefore, each relay can send this information to both and , and hence, at the end of time slot , can learn realization for time slot and realization for time slot , while can learn for time slot and realization of for time slot . Moreover the realization of backward channels and for time slot can be learnt by and at end of time slot , by directly sending pilots from each relay to and in time slot .
III. OPTIMAL AF STRATEGY FOR TWO-WAY RELAY CHANNEL
In this section we consider the case that each relay of the two-way relay channel uses AF, i.e., relay transmits , where is called the beamformer. We derive the optimal beamformers 's that maximize the achievable rate region of the two-way relay channel when and have a single antenna each, , while each relay node has antennas. Both and are assumed to have power constraint of , while for relays we assume two different power constraints, the sum power constraint where the sum of the power of all relays is , or the individual power constraint where each relay has power constraint of . The individual power constraint is more practical, however, we also consider the sum power constraint to find the achievable rate region when relays are allowed to share power among themselves. Power sharing between relays allows relays with good channel realizations to transmit more power compared to relays with bad channel realizations, thereby increasing the achievable rate compared to individual power constraint. Moreover, sum power constraint is also useful in scenarios where the total transmitted power is constrained to limit the interference received at other nodes in the network.
For simplicity of exposition, in this section we consider the case when each relay node has a single antenna,
. The generalization to is described in Remark 1. We also consider equal time allocation between the transmit and receive phases,
. Variable does not affect the choice of optimal beamformers. With and , the signal model (2)- (5) specializes to (6) (7) Since and are known at and , respectively, their contribution can be removed from the received signal at and , respectively. Let the rate of transmission from to be and from to be , then from (7) with
The power used by relay is and the total power used by all relays is . Thus, the achievable rate region for the two-way relay channel with AF for an individual power constraint of at each relay is the set and for the sum power constraint of across all relays is the set . The problem is to find optimal 's that achieve the boundary points of the region , for an individual power constraint and the sum power constraint.
For the one-way relay channel, with no communication from to , optimal 's have been found in [17] to maximize . The solution of [17] , provides an upper bound on individual rates and and is equivalent to solutions where or is greedily maximized disregarding the other. The problem to solve in the two-way relay channel is to find optimal 's such that is maximized, for each , where and . Towards that end, we use the rate profile method [29] to identify 's that meet the boundary point of . Next, we only consider the sum power constraint across the relays. For individual power constraints the same procedure can be applied as pointed out later. Dropping the term, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows: (8) Consider the following iterative power minimization problem subject to rate constraints: (9) where is the value of at the iteration and is the tolerance level. The iterative algorithm works as follows: if the value of at iteration is say and the solution to (9) is feasible for (8) (i.e., if ), then is incremented in the next iteration, otherwise decreased. For an individual power constraint the same algorithm can be used with as the objective function in (9) . Note that are convex functions of 's and since of convex functions is convex, the objective function with individual power constraints is convex similar to the sum power constraint case.
Note that solving the iterative power minimization problem is equivalent to solving (8) , since if the value of at iteration is say and the solution to (9) is , then is a feasible solution to (8) , while if , then is an infeasible solution to (8) . Thus, for any , we can converge to the optimal solution of (8) by iteratively finding the largest in (9) for which . Choice of the step size of increase or decrease of determines the speed of convergence to the optimal rate , for which . One possible starting point for is 2 times the maximum provided by [17] for one way relay channel. The step size can be chosen by bisection between the last feasible (initially 0) and the last infeasible . Even though this equivalent problem provides a solution to (8) in a iterative manner, the problem (9) is in general nonconvex and not easy to solve. To overcome this limitation, we recast (9) as a standard power minimization problem subject to signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) constraints [19] , where the forwarded noise from each relay plays the role of interference. For a given and , the problem (9) is of the form (10) This problem again is nonconvex, however, it is of the form (11) where is a convex function, is an affine function of and . Note that if or , is less than zero or complex for , it can be scaled by appropriate phases to make it real and positive, without changing the objective function or the constraints. 3 For the problem (11), it has been shown in [19] , that if the problem is strictly feasible, then the KKT conditions [18] are necessary and sufficient to find the optimal solution. Using [19] it is easy to check that the problem (10) is strictly feasible, and, therefore, the KKT conditions are sufficient for optimality. The Lagrangian of problem (10) (12) where we have used the identity , where is a matrix of appropriate dimension and the fact that and are symmetric matrices. The optimal is found by solving for and using the constraints. 4 For some cases an exact solution for and can be found as illustrated in [19] . For the general case, and can be found using the fixed point iteration (57) [19] .
Therefore, by recasting our original problem of obtaining the boundary points of to the power minimization problem with SINR constraints, we have shown that the optimal solution can be found in an efficient way. In Section V, we plot the achievable rate region of the optimal AF strategy and compare it with the lower bound obtained by using dual channel matching and an upper bound.
Remark 1:
In this section we have derived the optimal beamformers for the two-way relay channel when each relay has a single antenna . Extension to multiple relay antennas , is straightforward by replacing by and by , which are scalars as before and the optimal solution to 's can be found using the iterative power minimization algorithm (9) . Note that our proposed iterative algorithm finds the largest achievable rate region with AF when both and have a single antenna , i.e., when the channel coefficient terms involved in rate expression are scalars. For multiple antennas at and , , the rate expressions involve determinants of the channel coefficient matrices and consequently the problem is harder and is unsolved at this time.
Remark 2:
After the initial submission of the present paper, a related paper has appeared [37] , where the rate maximization problem for two-way relay channel with a single relay node and is solved when the relay uses AF. Similar to the present paper, the solution in [37] is obtained by recasting the rate maximization problem as an iterative optimization problem, where at each iteration a power minimization problem with SINR constraints is solved. To find the optimal solution to the power minimization problem at each iteration, however, [37] uses a semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxation approach. With the SDP relaxation, the problem is first made convex by dropping a constraint from the power minimization problem. Then using the solution to the relaxed convex problem, the optimal solution to the constrained power minimization problem is obtained by solving a linear program (LP). In comparison to our approach where at each step optimal solution is obtained by solving (12), [37] has to solve two optimization problems (SDP and LP) to derive the optimal solution to the power minimization at each iteration.
Discussion: In this section we derived an iterative algorithm to find the optimal beamformers that maximize the achievable rate region with AF. The algorithm is simple to implement since at each step satisfying the KKT conditions are sufficient for finding the optimal solution. The algorithm, however, assumes that each relay has CSI for all the relay nodes and . In general, acquiring CSI at each relay from all other relays is challenging and requires significant overhead. To remove the global CSI requirement and restriction, in the next section we propose a simple AF strategy that requires local CSI at each relay and works for arbitrary . The proposed AF strategy gives a lower bound on the achievable rate region of the optimal AF strategy and is sufficient to establish the capacity scaling law of two-way relay channel with multiple relays as shown in Section V.
IV. DUAL CHANNEL MATCHING STRATEGY
In this section we propose a simple AF strategy, called dual channel matching and derive a lower bound on the achievable rate region for the two-way relay channel. To reduce the large training overhead required for acquiring global CSI (Section III), we assume only local CSI being available at each relay, i.e., relay only knows . Dual channel matching is inspired by maximum ratio combining. With the dual channel matching strategy, relay multiplies if to the received signal and forwards it to and , where is the normalization constant to satisfy the average power constraint. For simplicity of exposition we assume . If then clearly, and or and cannot be multiplied. Thus, without loss of generality if , then the channel matrices of size are zero padded to make them of size and used for dual channel matching at each relay. The analysis follows similarly for . Dual channel matching tries to match both the channels which the data streams from to and to experience at each relay node. The motivation for this strategy is that for one-way relay channel (i.e., has no data for ) with one relay node, the optimal AF strategy is to multiply to the signal at the relay, where the singular value decomposition of is and is and is a diagonal matrix whose entries are chosen by waterfilling [30] . In dual channel matching the complex conjugates of the channels are used directly rather than the unitary matrices from the SVD of the channels [30] . This modification makes it easier to analyze the achievable rates for the two-way relay channel. Note that the dual channel matching is an extension of the listen and transmit strategy of [31] for the one-way relay channel, where each relay transmits the received signal after scaling it with the complex conjugates of the forward and backward channel coefficients.
Together with dual channel matching we restrict the signal transmitted from and , and , respectively, to be circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distributed with covariance matrix , to obtain a lower bound on the achievable rate region of two-way relay channel. Moreover, we use , i.e., and transmit and receive for same amount of time. The achievable rates and using the dual channel matching can be computed as follows. We use the same signal model as used in Section III (1), where with dual channel matching, the relay multiplies to the received signal to transmit where is to ensure that . 5 With dual channel matching the received signal at is given by (13) Expanding (13) we can write Since and all the channel coefficients are known at , the second term can be removed from the received signal at . Moreover, as described before is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vector with covariance matrix , thus accounting for the signal received from the direct path (3) the achievable rate for to link is [32] 
since and where the expectation is over the channel coefficients. Similarly, we obtain the expression for (15) where and . This rate region expression obtained is analytically tractable and can be used to compare the loss between the optimal AF strategy and the upper bound. Another interesting question of interest is how does the achievable rate region behaves with . To answer that 5 This is for the sum power constraint. For an individual power constraint, is chosen such that t t = P for each k.
question, we turn to asymptotics and compute the rate region in the limit , in the next lemma.
Lemma 1: As
Proof: Note that
To satisfy the sum power constraint, let , 6 where is a constant such that which is same for all . Then which by using strong law of large numbers, converges to since and . Moreover, . Same result holds true for . With which again using the strong law of large numbers converges to , for some finite , since are i.i.d. with finite variance. Thus, in the limit , using Theorem 1.7 [38] , it follows that (16) Similarly we get the achievable rate on the to link as (17)
A. Discussion
In this section we introduced the dual channel matching AF strategy and obtained a lower bound on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel. Dual channel matching is a simple AF strategy that requires local CSI and as we will see in Section V, has achievable rate region very close to that of the optimal AF strategy (Section III) for . We also derived the asymptotic achievable rate region of the dual channel matching, by taking the limit and using the law of large numbers. We showed, that in the asymptotic regime, both and scale as with increasing . Next, we derive an upper bound on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel and compare it with the achievable rate region of the dual channel matching.
V. UPPER BOUND ON THE TWO-WAY RELAY CHANNEL CAPACITY
In this section we upper bound the capacity region of the two-way relay channel using the capacity results for multiple antenna channels [32] . As before, we assume a general two-phase protocol where for fraction of the time slot and transmit to all relays and the rest of the fraction of time slot all relays simultaneously transmit to both and . Note that to lower bound the capacity of the two-way relay channel using dual channel matching, we used which might be suboptimal. We prove later that for the asymptotic case of , is optimal. For simplicity of exposition we assume . If then the results follow by replacing by . To derive an upper bound on rate from , we let all the relays and the destination cooperate among themselves to decode the signal transmitted from , i.e., consider a single receiver with antennas instead of relays with antennas each and a destination with antennas. The relay and cooperation can only increase , if at all. Note that under the relay and antenna cooperation assumption, the source to relays and communication channel is a transmit and receive antenna point-to-point MIMO channel with CSI only known to the receiver, whose capacity [32] is Since transmits only for fraction of the time slot
By symmetry, following the same argument as above (19) Now, let the message of which it wants to communicate to be known error free to each relay and each relay also know . This assumption cannot decrease . Then, the relay to destination communication channel is a transmit and receive antenna point-to-point MIMO channel with perfect transmit CSI, whose capacity [32] is (20) where are the eigenvalues of matrix and is chosen such that With the half-duplex constraint, relays transmit only for fraction of the time slot. Therefore (21) where the second term results from the direct path transmission from to in the transmit phase for fraction of the time slot. Similarly, one can obtain the bound for by replacing by . Combining (18) , (19) and (21) , gives the upper bound on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel. Comparing the upper bound with the lower bound obtained using the dual channel matching (14) , (15) , one can see that they do not match for any arbitrary value of . In the asymptotic regime, however, they can be shown to be only an term away as , as proved in the next Theorem. This asymptotic result implies two things, one that the performance of the dual channel matching and consequently the optimal AF strategy (which we don't know for ), does not degrade in comparison to the upper bound with increasing and two, it provides us with the capacity scaling law of the two-way relay channel.
In Figs. 4 and 5, we plot the achievable rate region of the optimal AF strategy, the lower bound obtained using dual channel matching and the upper bound for and , with and with sum rate constraint across relays. Note that the achievable rate region of the optimal AF region is symmetric, as expected, because of the symmetry in parameters of communication in both directions in a two-way relay channel. Also note that the achievable rates of dual channel matching are quite close to that of the optimal AF strategy, even though it uses only local CSI. Thus, dual channel matching is a good candidate for AF in practical implementation of two-way relay channels. Also notice that the difference between the upper and lower bound is less than the 3 bit bound of [9] . Next, we prove that the lower bound (dual channel matching) and the upper bound on the achievable rate region of the two-way relay channel are only an as .
Theorem 1:
The upper and lower bounds on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel differ by a term as and the capacity scaling law is given by Proof: From (18) Since is a concave function on the set of positive definite matrices, using Jensen's inequality Note that and , hence (22) since are finite integers. Similarly and consequently, as (25) and similarly (26) Combining (22), (23) and (25), (26) (27) (28) Comparing (27) , (28) to the asymptotic lower bound (16) , (17) we conclude that (a) upper and lower bounds on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel differ by a term as and (b) the capacity scaling law is given by
To illustrate the result of Theorem 1, in Fig. 6 , we compare the lower (dual channel matching) and upper bound on the sum rate and show that they both scale similarly with increasing for , with sum rate constraint across relays.
Discussion: In this section we obtained upper bounds on the capacity region of the two-way relay channel and compared it with the dual channel matching lower bound. To compute the upper bound we used the multiple antenna capacity results of [32] . The lower and upper bound expressions do not match in general, however, in the asymptotic case, where the number of relays are large, , we showed that they are only an term away from each other. Thus, the dual channel matching and consequently, the optimal AF strategy are almost optimal in the asymptotic regime. For the finite number of relay nodes (finite ), we use Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the gap between the lower and the upper bound. From Figs. 4 and 5 , we can see that gap between the lower (dual channel matching) and upper bound is rather small and inside the 3 bit bound of [9] .
Another important observation to make is that the lower bound with dual channel matching was obtained using , i.e., and transmit and receive for equal amount of time. Since this lower bound is only a term away from the upper bound (arbitrary ), distributing equal amount of time for transmit and receive phase is optimal in achieving the right capacity scaling.
Compared to the asymptotic results on the one-way relay channel [21] , [33] , our results show that by two-way relay channel one can remove the rate loss factor on the capacity, which comes from the half-duplex assumption on the terminals and relays. Therefore, with two-way relay channel one can achieve unidirectional full-duplex performance with half-duplex terminals.
VI. DIVERSITY-MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF
In this section we consider a two-way relay channel with a single relay node and characterize its DM-tradeoff. We consider both the full-duplex and half-duplex assumption on all the nodes. The DM-tradeoff for the two-way relay channel is defined as follows. Let the rate of transmission from to and to be and , respectively. Following [22] , let and be the family of codes, one for each for transmission from to and to , respectively. Then we define ( similarly) as the multiplexing gain of if the data rate of scales as with respect to , i.e., and as the rate of fall of probability of error of with respect to SNR, i.e.,
The negative of the exponent of the error probability or captures the DM-tradeoff, where is the maximum diversity gain possible from to ( to ) for a given and . Note that the error probabilities and are functions of both and because of simultaneous transmission between and . We first discuss the full-duplex case followed by the half-duplex case.
A. DM-Tradeoff of the Full-Duplex Two-Way Relay Channel
In this subsection we consider the case of full-duplex nodes where , and the relay are full-duplex. The signal model is as defined in Section II, where with full-duplex relay the received signal at the relay (29) while the received signal at and is
We have dropped the relay indices from the notation, since there is only one relay node. We first derive an upper bound the DM-tradeoff of the full-duplex two-way relay channel and then describe a transmission strategy that achieves the upper bound.
Lemma 2:
The DM-tradeoff of a two-way relay channel is upper bounded by . Proof: We will prove the lemma only for . For it follows similarly. Consider the case when has no data to send to . This assumption can only improve . Then first assume that the relay node and are co-located and can cooperate perfectly. In this case, the communication model from to is a point to point MIMO channel with transmit antennas and receive antennas. The DM-tradeoff of this MIMO channel is and since this point to point MIMO channel is better than our original two-way relay channel, . 7 Next, we assume that is co-located with relay node and both of them can perfectly cooperate for transmission to . This setting is equivalent to a MIMO channel with transmit and receive antenna with DM-tradeoff . Again, this point to point MIMO channel is better than our original two-way relay channel, and hence, , which completes the proof.
To achieve this upper bound we consider the CF strategy [28] with some modifications and prove that it is sufficient to achieve the optimal DM-tradeoff of the two-way relay channel. We make few changes to the original CF strategy [28] to suit the two-way relay channel communication, which are as follows. Let the rate of transmission from to and to be and , respectively. Instead of generating only one codebook at as in [28] , both and generate and 7 This upper bound is valid as long as the coherence time T is smaller than the time it takes for T to compute the channel coefficients and feed them back to T , which is at least M + M [34] . Otherwise, T can help T in acquiring transmit CSI, for which case, potentially infinite diversity gain can be achieved [35] , violating the present upper bound. independent and identically distributed and according to distribution and , respectively. The codebook generation at the relay and the relay compression and transmission remains the same as in [28] , i.e., the relay node generates independent and identically distributed according to distribution and label them and for each generates 's, each with probability . Label these and and randomly partition the set into cells . Let in block the message to send from is and from is , then sends , sends and the relay sends if , where are jointly typical. Decoding at both and remains the same as in [28] , however, note that in this case knows and knows a priori and, therefore, can use them to decode and respectively. This strategy has been previously considered in [8] to obtain achievable rate region.
With this two-way CF strategy, the following rates are achievable (32) with the compression rate constraint (33) The rate region and the compression constraint are a little different from [28] . The rate region differs because of conditioning by or , which is due to the prior knowledge of at and at . The new compression rate constraint incorporates the condition that the quantized version of , can be decoded at both and . In the next Theorem we compute the outage exponents for (32) and show that they match with the exponents of the upper bound.
Theorem 2:
The proposed CF strategy achieves the DM-tradeoff upper bound (Lemma 2) of the full-duplex two-way relay channel.
Proof: To prove the Theorem we will compute the achievable DM-tradeoff of the CF strategy (32) and show that it matches with the upper bound. To compute the achievable rates subject to the compression rate constraints, we fix , where is vector with covariance matrix . Also, we choose , and to be complex Gaussian with covariance matrices , and and independent of each other. respectively. Next, we compute the various mutual information expressions to derive the achievable DM-tradeoff of the CF strategy. By the definition of the mutual information Arranging and in a vectorized form we get (34) and consequently (35) where and . Moreover, from (34) which implies (36) Similarly, one can show where (37) and . Next, we compute the value of that satisfies the compression rate constraints (33) . By the definition of mutual information (38) From (35), . It is easy to see that , where . Given , has only the noise term , and hence, . Therefore, from (38) We choose to satisfy the equality (43). From [22] , to compute , it is sufficient to find the negative of the exponent of the of outage probability at , where outage probability at , , is defined as
From (32), (36), (44) where is given in (43). Then Choose such that , where is such that it meets the equality in (43). 8 Then,
where the last equality follows because multiplying SNR by a constant does not change DM-tradeoff. From here on we follow [26] 
B. Half-Duplex Two-Way Relay Channel
In this section we compute the DM-tradeoff of the half-duplex two-way relay channel where all the nodes ( , and the relay) are half-duplex. For the half-duplex case, the achievable rate regions are protocol dependent and the optimal protocol is unknown in general [3] - [5] . Here we consider a three phase protocol, where for fraction of the time slot transmits to both and the relay, fraction of the time slot transmits to and the relay and for the rest fraction of the time slot the relay transmits to both and . The motivation to consider a three phase protocol is that it allows and to make use of the direct path, which with a 2-phase protocol will not be possible due to the half-duplex constraint. On the other 9 P taking the role of . hand, from [36] , a protocol with more than three phases, where the relay switches multiple times between transmit and receive mode is suboptimal compared to the three phase protocol where the relay transmits after completely listening to both the and transmissions. For this communication protocol the rates and are upper bounded by the following expressions:
where the first argument in the minimum is obtained by allowing the relay and the to collaborate in the receive mode and the second argument is obtained by simply adding the maximum mutual information possible at while in receiving mode. Using the rate region expression, we define the upper bound on the DM-tradeoff of the half-duplex two-way relay channel as follows.
From the definition of (45),
and (50) where . Thus, . Similarly we can obtain upper bound for by replacing by in (49), (50).
To achieve this upper bound we consider the CF strategy of Section VI-A, except that in this case the compression signal is chosen such that it is jointly typical with the received signals and received in time and from and , respectively. 10 With this CF strategy the achievable rate region is given by subject to the following compression rate constraint (51) 10 In [4] a similar strategy has been proposed, but there, two separate compression signals are chosen that are jointly typical with y and y individually and then a deterministic function of the two compression signals is transmitted from the relay, which results in a different rate region expression from the one obtained here.
To compute these rates, we let , and to be the same as in the full-duplex case and , where is the complex Gaussian vector with zero mean and covariance matrix . Following the same steps as in (43) It is clear that the lower bound ((52), (53)) and the upper bound ((49), (50)) on the DMT of the half-duplex two-way relay channel do not match for the general case. By comparing the achievable DM-tradeoff and the upper bound, the next Theorem characterizes the cases for which CF strategy is optimal.
Theorem 3:
The proposed CF strategy achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff of the half-duplex two way relay channel if
• the bottleneck of the channel is the broadcast cut, i.e., and correspondingly in the upper bound and with similar relation for and also.
• otherwise if and with similar relation for to communication. Proof: Follows immediately by comparing the lower bound (52) and the upper bound ((49), (50)) on the DM-tradeoff.
Discussion: In this section we showed that our modified CF strategy achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff of the two-way relay channel for the full-duplex case, in general and for the half-duplex case in some cases. For both the full-duplex and half-duplex case we upper bounded the DM-tradeoff allowing different nodes to collaborate with each other while transmitting or receiving. For the full-duplex case, we modified the CF strategy of [28] 11 and showed that it decouples the two-way relay channel into two one-way relay channel and achieves optimal DM-tradeoff on each of the two one-way relay channels. For the half-duplex case, as observed before, the achievable rate region and consequently the DM-tradeoff depends on the communication protocol. We used a three phase protocol that makes use of all the direct links between , and the relay. For the three phase protocol we proposed a modified CF strategy where the compression signal is chosen such that it is jointly typical with the signals received at the relay node in phase 1 and 2. Using this CF strategy, we obtained a lower bound on the DM-tradeoff that is shown to match with the upper bound under some conditions. For the general case also, we believe that the proposed CF should be optimal in terms of achieving the DM-tradeoff, however, showing that is quite difficult because of the different mutual information quantities involved as well as the maximization over the time durations of phase 1 and 2.
Our result for the full-duplex case is similar to [26] , where it is shown that the CF strategy achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff in one-way relay channel. For the half-duplex case, however, because of three phase communication protocol and added compression rate constraints we are unable to reach the same conclusion of [26] in general, that CF achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff in half-duplex one-way relay channel.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the first part of the paper, we addressed the problem of finding optimal relay beamformers to maximize the achievable rate region of the two-way relay channel with multiple relays, when each relay uses AF. The use of AF strategy is motivated by the fact that all the other known relay strategies such as DF, partial DF and CF, do not work well in the presence of multiple relays and moreover, AF is quite simple to implement. For the case when both the terminals and have a single antenna and each relay has an arbitrary number of antennas, we found an iterative algorithm to compute the optimal relay beamformers. The algorithm is equivalent to solving a power minimization problem subject to SINR constraints at each step. The power minimization problem at each step is nonconvex, however, for which it is sufficient to satisfy the KKT conditions to obtain the optimal solution.
The derived optimal AF strategy maximizes the rate region with AF, but is restricted to the case of a single antenna at and and cannot be extended easily for the multi-antenna case. Moreover, it also requires each relay to have global CSI and does not have a closed form achievable rate region expression. To relax the single antenna restriction and global CSI requirement, we then proposed a dual channel matching strategy, which requires local CSI and showed that the gap between the rate region of the optimal AF and dual channel matching is quite small when both and have a single antenna. The dual channel matching works for any number of antennas at and and has a closed form expression for the achievable rate region. We then compared the achievable rate region of the dual channel matching with an upper bound to quantify the loss while 11 The same strategy can also be found in [4] using dual channel matching. The analytical expressions of the lower and the upper bound did not match and we used simulations to show that the gap is quite small. In the asymptotic regime of , however, using the analytical expressions, we proved that the achievable rate region of the dual channel matching, is only a constant term away from the upper bound. Thus, we obtained the capacity scaling law for the two-way relay channel. Compared to [21] , [33] , our capacity scaling law for the two-way relay channel shows that with two-way relay channel, there is a two-fold increase in the capacity compared to unidirectional communication.
In the second part of the paper, we considered the problem of finding coding strategies that achieve the optimal DM-tradeoff in a two-way relay channel with a single relay node. We showed that the CF strategy achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff of the full-duplex two-way relay channel, by first decoupling the two-way relay channel into two one-way relay channels and achieving the optimal DM-tradeoff on each of the two one-way relay channel. For the half-duplex case we showed that a modified CF strategy for a three phase transmission protocol achieves the optimal DM-tradeoff for some cases. 
